
Participant Agreement

1. I accept that running in a trail running race is a potentially hazardous activity,
which could cause injury or death.

2. I will only enter and participate if I am medically able and properly trained, and
by my accepting of these terms and conditions, I certify that I will meet the
minimum age requirement on the event day for my race (18 years or over for
Minyon Ultra, 16 years or over for The Postie’s Round, and 14 years or over
for the Nightcap Nudge), am medically fit to participate in good health, and
that I am properly trained.

3. I agree to comply with all conditions of entry. I agree to abide by any decision
of a race official relative to any aspect of my participation in this event,
including the right of any official to deny or suspend my participation for any
legitimate reason whatsoever or deem me unfit to continue during an event
due to medical or any other reasons.

4. I will notify the Byron Rainforest Run race director of any circumstance that
could affect my ability to safely participate in the event.

5. I attest that I have read the course information for my race and understand
that total event distances and those distances listed between aid stations are
approximate.

6. I assume all risks associated with running in this event, including but not
limited to:

a. falls

b. contact with the ground or other participants

c. the effects of the weather, including high heat or cold

d. traffic

e. becoming lost, and;

f. the conditions of the running surface

7. I understand that any expense associated with the provision of professional
medical care during and post event, such as hospital care, extrication from the



course, transport to hospital by any means, including helicopter, ambulance or
other appropriate means will be at my cost.

8. I agree to participate with mandatory equipment as specified by the race
director/event organisers and understand that equipment will be inspected for
approval prior to the race.

9. In the event of extreme weather, I understand the event will be postponed and
entries automatically transferred to the rescheduled date.

10. I am responsible for all property I bring to the event site and acknowledge that
Byron Bay Runners, the event director and event volunteers, accept no
responsibility for any loss or damage to this property.

11. I consent to the publication and / or use in any form of media whatsoever of
my name, race result, image, voice, statement or otherwise, including the
publication of my name and / or event result and applicable age bracket in / or
marketing materials/website without payment or compensation.

12. I grant permission to the event organisers and event partners to use my
photographs, motion pictures, recordings or any other record of this event for
any legitimate, ongoing, promotional purpose of the event or Byron Bay
Runners.

13.Having read this waiver and the information contained on the Byron Bay
Runners event web page, I and anyone entitled to act on my behalf, waive
and release Byron Bay Runners, the Byron Rainforest Run committee, and
National Parks and Wildlife Services from all claims or liabilities of any kind
arising out of my participation in this event, even though that liability may arise
out of negligence or carelessness on the part of the persons named in this
waiver, or myself.

14. I certify that I am 18 years or older, or that I am the parent / legal guardian of
the Participant who is under the age of 18 years, and I have read this
document and fully understand it. As a parent or legal guardian, I agree to this
Participant Agreement for and on behalf of the Participant.

The event will be run strictly in compliance with Lismore Shire Council, National
Parks Regulations and NSW Health regulations, as in place on the date of the meet
(23 June 2024).


